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Abstract
Despite measurements which date more than 20 years ago, no straightforward solution
of the ratio of the parity-conserving (P-wave) to parity- violating (S-wave) decays of the
hyperons has been obtained. Here we use two 2-point methods in QCD sum rules to
examine the problem. We obtain quite dierent results for the two methods. Neither
one gives results that agree with the data. We discuss possible sources of error and the
prospects for improving the sum rule calculations.
PACS Indices: 12.15.Ji, 13.30.Eg, 12.38.Lg, 11.50.Li
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1 Introduction
The nonleptonic decays of the hyperons occur with pion emission, e.g., 0 ! p + −.
Measurements of the decay rates and the S/P (pv/pc) ratios of the emitted pions were
carried out over 20 years ago [1]. They remain of interest today because no one has been
able to provide a relatively simple explanation of the S/P ratios.
To-date a variety of approaches have been used. Some of the early work used a soft
pion approach [1]. In this limit the + ! n+ decay with an S-wave pion vanishes.
The − ! n− decay amplitude can be obtained approximately by an adjustment of
the SU(3) F/D ratio. The soft pion approach in the S-wave and poles in the P-waves
approach (see Fig.1) was used by Donoghue et al.[1], who argue that there could also be
a direct coupling, as shown in Fig. 1d, but they too have diculty in tting the S/P
ratios. Other work is that of ref. [2]. Most recently, Barasoy and Holstein [3] have used
chiral perturbation theory, but have had to include numerous (70; 1−)1
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resonances and
parameters to obtain a reasonable t to the data.
Of the seven decays, + ! p0; + ! n+; − ! n−; 0 ! n0; 0 !
p−; − ! 0−; 0 ! 00, there are only four independent ones if isospin sym-
metry holds. Experimentally, the SU(3) 27-plet is smaller than the octet by a factor of
approximately 20. Like those before us, we choose the 4 independent decays as those






0 ! p−; (1)
−− : 
− ! 0−:
Because of the lack of agreement of our calculation with the data of the rst two of




2.1 QCD Sum Rules
QCD sum rules were introduced by Schifman, Vainshtein, and Zhakarov [4]. It is a useful
method to obtain properties of hadrons and it uses QCD explicitly. The short range
perturbative QCD is extended by an operator product expansion (OPE) of the correlator,
giving a series in inverse powers of the squared momentum with Wilson coecients. The
convergence at low momentum is improved by using a type of Laplace transform, called











Fig. 1  Sigma decay into a nucleon and a pion via soft pion approach.
quark{based calculation of a given correlator is equated to the same correlator obtained
via a dispersion relation for the correlator, giving sum rules from which a property can
be estimated. The method can be extended for quantities in an external eld, such as
the magnetic coupling to a nucleon in an electromagnetic eld [5].
The method begins with a correlator
(p) = i
∫
d4x eiqx < 0 j T [(x)(0)] j 0 > ; (2)
where  has the quantum numbers of the hadron being studied. For a proton, we may
take
(x) = abc[uaT (x)Cγu
b(x)]γ5γdc(x) ; (3)
 = abc[ubγCu
aT ] dcγγ5 ;
where a; b; c are color indices and the notation of Bjorken and Drell is used. The quark
eld operators d; u; s destroy these quarks, C stands for charge conjugation and T for
transpose.
The \currents"  are not unique[6], but the form given in Eq. (3) has been used by
many authors. The correlator can be written as an operator product expansion





where the operators On can be ordered by dimension and the corresponding Wilson
coecients decrease by increasing powers of p2.
The correlators  have structure functions j , each of which satises a dispersion








s + P 2
(5)
Subtraction terms in Eq.(4) are eliminated by means of a Borel transform, which
guarantees convergence,














There are a number of ways to use these sum rules:
(i) a two-point method with or without an external eld;
(ii) a three-point method with couplings and momentum transfers considered explic-
itly. This method has fewer susceptibilities but it is more complicated; it may require
non{local condensates.
In this article we will use only two-point methods. We will compare the two point
method in an external eld with the two point method with a pion creation matrix
element.
2.2 −− in an External Pion Field
The calculation of the non-leptonic decays of hyperons is similar to that of the weak
pion-nucleon coupling constant. If we neglect the mass dierence in the baryon octet,
then  ! N is quite akin to N weak! N. The primary dierence is that the latter is
due to weak neutral currents and the former due to charged currents.













J = uγ(1− γ5)s sinC + uγ(1− γ5)d cosC ; (8)
where GF is the Fermi coupling constant and C is the Cabibbo angle. The correlator is
 = i
∫


























where the quarks propagate in an external eld. Since the point at which the external
pion eld is at zero momentum transfer[5], the three-point function for the vertex is
reduced to a two-point function. To the order considered here, the QCD diagrams which
contribute to the correlator are shown in Fig.2. In the diagrams, the wavy line represents
a W boson, the dashed line represents a pion. The diagrams are evaluated in momentum
space. Fig. (2a) gives no contribution. Diagram (2e) is quite dierent from the others.
It involves the weak matrix element
< − j J j 0 >=
p
2Fq ; (10)
where F is the weak pion form factor and q is the momentum of the 
0. The contribution
of this diagram cannot be neglected. There are additional higher order terms, e.g., gluonic
corrections, which we omit here. These diagrams are all small corrections.
We obtain the following results, using dimensional regularization in 4−  dimensions
Fig2b : −16A < qq > p
2 ln P 2
(4)4








lnP 2)](1− γ5) ;
F ig:2c :
4A < qq > p2 ln P 2
(4)4








ln P 2)](1− γ5)
Fig:2d :




























 ln P 2)](1 + γ5) ;
where γ is the Euler constant, m the strange quark mass, and
A =
p
2GF sin C cos C : (12)
From these equations, it is clear that, as in determining the weak pion nucleon coupling










Fig. 3  Vertex renormalization diagrams
s


















) < qq >
6 k
k2
γ(1− γ5) : (14)
For Fig. 3c we obtain
 = dT CγΓu ; (15)








Employing these 3 vertex renormalizations and calculating the diagrams of Fig.2 with
them, we obtain
 = −4Ap




6 p + 19
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+ : : : ](1 + γ5)g : (16)
We have not carried out the renormalization for Fig. 2c because we shall see that it is
not needed.
For the phenomenological (or so-called right-hand) side we have
 = −NΣ 16 p−MN (gS + gPγ5)
1
6 p−MΣ ; (17)
plus single-pole resonance terms plus the continuum. The inclusion of resonances is
discussed in the last subsection. For the present we inlcude them in the continuum. We
6
dene M  1
2
(MN + MΣ) and 4M  MΣ −MN . To rst order in 4M we nd
 = − NΣ
(p2 − M2)2 [gS(p
2 + M2)− gPγ5(p2 − M2) + gS2 M 6 p + gP 4M 6 pγ5] :
(18)
We abandon the 6 p and 6 pγ5 sum rules because gP 4M would vanish in the analogous
pion-nucleon vertex sum rule; this term is too sensitive to 4M . Since Fig. 2e requires no
renormalization for the p2 term, we have not carried out the renormalization for the m 6 p
and m 6 pγ5 terms. After inclusion of the continuum and carrying out a Borel transform
we obtain


















where En represents the continuum contribution,
En = 1− (1 + x + x
2
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with x = s=M2B, where s is the continuum threshold. For the nucleon it was found
that s  2:3GeV 2 and for the ; s  3:2GeV 2 [8]; here we take an intermediate value
of s = 2:8GeV 2 for the transition. N and Σ are known from previous studies [8]:
~N ~Σ = (2)
4nΣ = 0:303
As for the pion-nucleon weak coupling constant, we gain some stability by multiplying
both sides of the QCD sum rules by M2B and carrying out (1−M2B@=@M2B)M2B . This
































In Fig. 4 we show gS and gP as well as the ratio as a function of MB. Reasonable
stability has been obtained. At 1.16 GeV, we obtain gS = 1:310−7; gP = −0:4210−7,
and gS=gP = −3:1. The experimental values are gS = (4:270:02)10−7; gP = (−1:52
0:16)  10−7; gS=gP  −2:8. Thus, the magnitudes we obtain are too small by a factor
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2.3 ++ Decay in an External Field




The relevant diagrams are shown In Fig. 5
Fig:5a : 0
Fig:5b : −2A < qq > p


















Fig:5e : 0 (25)
Fig:5f :
















 ln P 2)](1 + γ5)
Fig:5g : −8A < qq > p
2 ln P 2
(4)4









Fig:5h : −4A < qq > p
2 ln P 2
(4)4








ln P 2)](1− γ5)
Fig:5i : 0
Fig:5j :
4A < ss > p2 ln P 2
(4)4




ln p2)](1 + γ5)
Once again we need to carry out vertex renormalizations for Figs. 5f, g, h and j. We
omit the details and simply show the results. As for the − decays we omit the 6 p and























Am < qq > p2lnP 2
(4)4





Ap6 ln P 2)
(4)6
(1 + γ5) : (26)





Am < qq >
(4)4












The signs of the two terms are such that they add for the S-wave and subtract for the
P-wave; however, the rst term proportional to (1− γ5) is much smaller than the second


























In Fig. 6, we plot gS; gP and the ratio gS=gP , as a function of MB . It is seen that gP is
not very stable. The ratio is clearly quite dierent than the experimental value. Exper-
imentally, gS = (0:13 0:02) 10−7; gP = (44:4 0:16) 10−7; gS=gP  0:003, whereas
we obtain atMB = 1:1GeV gS = 8:1; gP = 8:92; gS=gP = 0:9. There is no rapport at all
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Fig. 6  The p.n.c (g
s
) and p.c. (g   )p 
+ +
Σ + decay constants,  external     field pi
2.4 −− in the Pion Matrix Method
The pion matrix method [9, 10, 11] is simpler than the external eld one and does not
require any renormalizations. Instead of treating quarks propagating in an external eld
with a correlator dened between the vacuum states, the correlator is dened with a
one-pion nal state. This is also the starting point for light-cone sum rules which have




d4x eiqx < (p = 0) j T [a(x)HW b(0)] j 0 > ; (30)
rather than Eq. (9) for the external eld. For the − the corresponding non-vanishing
diagrams are shown in Fig. 7. Carrying out the required algebra and integrations, and










− j diγ5u j 0 > ( 6 p + 2m)(1− γ5) ;
















< − j diγ5u j 0 > (4mM4BE2L−4=9 6 p− 2M6BE3L−4=9)(1 + γ5) :
Note that the contributions of Figs 7a and 7b cancel exactly, so that only that from Fig
7c remains and it is seen that, in contrast to the external eld method, both S and P
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where we have put F = 1 and used the soft pion matrix element










We plot gS; gP ; and gS=gP as a function of MB in Fig. 8. At MB = 1:1GeV , we nd
gS = 7:6  10−7; gP = 6:8  10−7; gS=gP = 1:1. Once again, the correspondence with









Fig. 9  Processes for  Σ + decay into a neutron and a pi +










2.5 ++ Decay in the Pion Matrix Method










+ j uiγ5d j 0 > ( 6 p + 2m)(1− γ5) ;








+ j uiγ5d j 0 > (2 6 p + m)(1− γ5) ;
F ig:9c : −4 A
(4)4







− γ + 31
12
+[ln M2B + (1− γ)])g(1 + γ5) :


















+ j uiγ5d j 0 > ( 6 p + 2m)(1− γ5) ;
As usual, we discard the odd sum rules; in that case no renormalization is required. For











< 0 j diγ5u j + > M6BE3L−4=9(1 + γ5) (37)
For < ss > we take 0:8 < qq >. We thus obtain for gS and gP
12
    















Fig. 10  The p.n.c (g
s






























The graphs for gS; gP , and their ratio is shown in Fig. 10. At MB = 1:1:GeV , we
obtain gS = −34 10−7; gP = −29 10−7 and a ratio of 1.2. As for the −−, there is no
correspondence to either experiment or to the external eld method.
2.6 Role of Resonances
In the recent work of Borasoy and Holstein[3] it was pointed out that by including
resonances in the chiral perturbation theory approach to nonleptonic hyperon decays
one might be able to obtain ts to data, which does not seem possible if they are not
explicitly included. In the QCD sum rule method it is often useful to include resonances
explicitly for calculating coupling constants[5] rather than trying to include them in the
continuum. As a result, in addition to double pole terms shown in Eq.(17) there are
single pole terms. Thus the phenomenological side can be written as




6 p− M ; ; (40)
plus continuum, where we have approximated the poles to be at M . This modies our
sum rule equations to include extra constants. It is easy to see that with constants of the
same magnitude as the decay constants, which is expected, one can get entirely dierent
results for all of our sum rules. This is probably the explanation for our results not
13
only being inconsistent with experiment, but also why the two dierent methods are not
consistent with each other within our approximations.
3 Summary
In summary, we have used QCD sum rules and the two 2-point formalisms to examine
the ++ and 
−
− nonleptonic decays. At this preliminary stage of the work, we obtain
reasonable numbers for both the PC and PNC decay amplitudes of the −−. We get a
reasonable S{wave amplitude for the ++ decay, but the P{wave is too small by an order
of magnitude. We have yet to check whether the I = 1=2 rule is obeyed by our decay
amplitudes and we must still include gluonic eects, and must achieve Borel stability.
We also have observed that it may be essential to explicitly include resonances in the
sum rules. In addition, it may be necessary to include nal state interaction eects not
included in these resonances.
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